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Step outside and you may be lucky enough to hear and see native animals around
you. Our Mount Lofty Ranges are recognised as one of 15 National Biodiversity
Hotspots for the richness of their flora and fauna - and for the challenge we face in
protecting this biodiversity from the impact of our Hills lifestyle. As local residents,
we can tackle this challenge and take action to help conserve our local native fauna.
This guide has been written by local people, for local people – whether you are new
to the Sturt Catchment region, a long-time landholder or a local student.
It is for everyone who enjoys the privilege of having wildlife living around
them, and wants to learn more about local species and what we can do to
protect them. We hope our guide inspires you to begin, or energises you to
continue, helping to conserve our local native fauna.

What’s in the guide
The Sturt Upper Reaches Landcare Group Inc. (SURLG) has developed this guide to the
native, ground-dwelling fauna that can be found in the upper reaches of the Sturt River
catchment. The Sturt River sits within the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resource
Management Board region in South Australia.

This guide covers the shaded area of Sturt Catchment (Belair is 11km south of Adelaide)

Our guide is different from other field guides because it brings together the frog, reptile
and mammal species you are likely to encounter in the Sturt Catchment, and combines how
to identify these species with how to restore habitat for them. The guide is divided into two
sections:
1. A showcase of 29 local wildlife species and what you can do to restore habitat for
each of them. It is not a complete list. We have included:
• ground-dwelling animals you are most likely to encounter1
• interesting species that are not well known
• threatened species that need urgent help to ensure
their long-term survival in the Sturt Catchment.
2. A guide to what you can do to help protect local
wildlife in addition to habitat restoration:
• tips on how to be a responsible pet owner
• safe control of feral pests
• how to care for injured wildlife.
Photo: Tony Robinson. Bougainville’s skink
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HOW TO USE THE GUIDE
Take the guide to the animal – NOT the animal to the guide!
Animals are listed in three sections - frogs, reptiles and mammals. The most common species are
listed first, based on the conservation status of each species in South Australia2.
The conservation status is indicated by coloured tabs

COMMON

RARE

vulnerable/
ENDANGERED

We recommend that you report all definite sightings of the vulnerable and endangered species
in this guide to www.surlg.org.au. We will forward these sightings to the Department for
Environment and Natural Resources and Atlas of Living Australia.
Each of the 30 native species has a photo to help you identify it in the wild and a brief
description of:
• size
• appearance and any distinctive characteristics to help identify it
• behaviour
• diet
• preferred habitat within the upper reaches of the Sturt Catchment.
Size given is for head plus body (hb) of an adult for each species, which is snout-to-vent length
for lizards.
Each group of animals includes a summary on what you can do to create or restore habitat for
them e.g. ‘Creating a frog-friendly property’. We also offer ‘Extra tips for habitat restoration’ for
species that have very specific habitat requirements.
We have included scientific names to make it easier to find further information if you would
like to. There are many useful websites and other resources listed on the Sturt Upper Reaches
Landcare Group Inc. website www.surlg.org.au to get you started.

Photo: Les Peters. Ringtail possum
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principles for restoring native
vegetation as wildlife habitat

You can attract native wildlife, and help to
conserve biodiversity in the Sturt Catchment, by
following these restoration principles:
1 Know your vegetation association and
what you are aiming to restore – was it
an open forest or a grassy woodland?
• Get help and advice (visit
www.surlg.org.au for links to further
information).
2 Be patient – have a 10 year restoration
plan, with sensitive change at each stage
to minimise disturbance for wildlife.
3 Focus on strengthening and extending
native vegetation while retaining
habitat – not on removing weeds.
• Maintain a mosaic of ‘areas under
restoration’ and ‘dense weedy areas for
habitat’ (if being used by wildlife)
until the native vegetation regenerates
and provides sufficient habitat.
• Retain, and add to, habitat corridors
across your property and surrounding
properties.
4	Encourage natural regeneration, rather
than re-vegetation, as your major
strategy.
• Plants that regenerate naturally are
appropriate for your vegetation
association, may be an important species
that can’t currently be propagated (e.g.
Acrotriche, Astroloma, Hibbertia and
Lepidosperma species), and are more
likely to survive than planted seedlings.
• Start where the native vegetation is in
the best condition and manage the weed
edges to keep them contained.
• Only remove existing and seedling
weeds once you are sure of their identity.
5	Use locally indigenous plants if
re-vegetation is necessary, i.e. those
species that occur naturally in your
particular area.

6	Encourage plants that are a range of
heights to give a diverse structure for
wildlife habitat.
• A layer of leaf litter and fallen timber
is also important.
7	Use a diversity of plants that will
provide flowers throughout the year.
8 Be a responsible pet owner.
We recommend keeping cats indoors
at all times, and dogs under control
and away from wildlife habitat.
9	Use natural approaches and minimise
chemical use. This will reduce the
impact on soil biodiversity, which is an
important food source for many native
ground-dwelling fauna.
10 Retain and create shelter as habitat for
wildlife – leaf litter, fallen branches,
logs, rocks, nesting boxes, ponds and
bird-baths.
Principles inspired by and written in consultation
with Ann Prescott, Enid Robertson3 and
www.backyards4wildlife.com.au

You may also want to keep fire prevention
principles in mind for areas adjacent to your
house while you are restoring native vegetation.
Our 10 principles underpin the guide, and
are the basis for the habitat restoration advice
throughout. All native wildlife will benefit if
you follow these principles on your property.

Photo: Jasmin Packer
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frogs

Eastern Froglet
(Crinia signifera)
hb 18-22mm

COMMON
Photo: Neil Armstrong

The most common frog species in the Sturt
Catchment. Colours and markings on the body
can vary greatly from grey to brown or black.
No webbing on the fingers or toes.
Behaviour: A ground-dwelling frog that shelters
under fallen material around water and damp
areas. Calls all year with 3–5 ratchet-like “crickcrick-crick” calls.
Habitat: Close to water in wet and dry forests,
woodlands, grasslands, disturbed areas and
artificial ponds. Landcare members have the
eastern common froglet breeding in their ponds.
Eastern Froglet

5

Eastern Banjo Frog

6

Spotted Marsh Frog

6

Southern Brown Tree Frog

7

Bibron’s Toadlet

7

5

Eastern Banjo Frog

Spotted Marsh Frog

Pobblebonk

(Limnodynastes tasmaniensis)

(Limnodynastes dumerili)

hb 30-50mm

hb 50-70mm

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Neil Armstrong

Photo: Judith Lydeamore

A pale stripe runs from the eye to the arm.
Warty skin on the back, and smooth belly that
is white or grey. Only slight webbing on the toes.

Light brown to olive green with uneven, darker
blotches. Sometimes a raised pale yellow or
orange stripe runs along the back. Slight webbing
between the toes.

Behaviour: A burrowing frog that is often
seen near still water after rain. Males usually
call from floating plant matter in water, or at the
water’s edge.

Behaviour: Hides under logs, rocks and cracks
in the ground. Males call from vegetation at the
water’s edge. In the Sturt Catchment, the call is a
“click” or “plock”, like two stones being struck
together.

The call is a single “bonk” like a plucked banjo.
Habitat: Woodland, farmland, heathland, grass,
gardens, wetlands, rivers and creeks. Breeds in
still water. Often seen crossing roads at night in
the Sturt Catchment.

www.surlg.org.au

Habitat: Wet areas, flood plains and semipermanent water in open forests, woodlands,
shrublands, grasslands, open and disturbed areas.
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Southern Brown
Tree Frog (Litoria ewingi)

Bibron’s Toadlet
(Pseudophryne bibroni)
hb 22-30mm

hb 25-45mm

COMMON

rare

Photo: Tom Hands

Photos: Tom Hands

A distinctive black stripe runs through the eye
and fades behind the arm. Body colouring
varies greatly from pale cream and dark brown
patterning to an overall light, grey-brown colour.
The sides can vary from a single colour to multicoloured striping in pale fawn, cream, orange or
light brown. Smooth back and smooth, white
belly. Small finger pads and half-webbed toes.

Smooth or warty skin on the back. A smooth
belly with a distinctive black and white marbled
pattern. No webbing between the toes.
Behaviour: A secretive, autumn-breeding frog.
Tends to walk rather than hop. Will ‘play dead’
on its back for up to an hour when threatened.
The call is a short, harsh grating “ark” which is
repeated often. Local populations are in decline
due to unknown but probably multiple causes.

Behaviour: A tree frog that is an agile climber.
It is capable of jumping to catch a fly in midflight. May be seen on windows at night. The call
is a rapid “creeeeeek…creek creek creek creek
creek” repeated 5–15 times.

Habitat: Dry forest, woodland, shrubland and
grassland. Shelters under leaf litter and rocks, in
grass clumps and in burrows in moist soaks and
hollows.

Habitat: Flooded grasslands, marshes, swamps,
bogs, wet and dry forests, heathland, grasslands,
farmland and residential areas.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: As the
brown tree frog spends some of its time off the
ground, it will benefit from trees or shrubs,
particularly those with loose or flaking bark. The
local stringybark (Eucalyptus obliqua) provides
great habitat if you have space to plant them.

Photos: Tom Hands
Bibron’s Toadlet
playing dead
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CREATING A FROG-FRIENDLY PROPERTY
There are many things you can do to encourage frog
recovery on your property - here are a few ideas.
Check out www.surlg.org.au for links to more
information on frog habitat and other froggy ideas!

provide oxygen for the tadpoles. Local native plants
that your frogs will love include: soft water fern
(Blechnum minus), tufting and clumping plants such
as flax lilies (Dianella species), local Juncus species,
knobby club rush (Isolepis nodosa), red fruited saw
sedge (Gahnia sieberiana), grasses such as meadow
rice grass (Microlaena stipoides), and water plants such
as fairy moss (Azolla species), the common nardoo
(Marsilea drummondii) and swamp crassula (Crassula
helmsii).You can buy many of these species from
State Flora Nursery in Belair National Park.

Keeping frogs safe
Frogs need dense, moist groundcover so
protect native vegetation and encourage natural
regeneration to strengthen and extend these areas
(see our ‘10 principles’). Designate some areas in
and around watercourses and drainage lines as frog
habitat. Exclude livestock and pets with fencing if
necessary, and minimise human contact.
It is illegal to collect any native animal from the
wild, including tadpoles. Instead we recommend
building a frog pond to encourage frogs to breed.
Cats will hunt frogs and a frog pond can be a prime
target. We recommend keeping cats indoors at all
times. Don’t handle frogs or tadpoles as they can dry
out quickly and are prone to fungal diseases that can
be spread through human contact.

If you want to add fish, Australian native fish that are
local to the region are a good choice as they won’t
eat the tadpoles. We strongly recommend against
goldfish and other exotic fish as they decrease local
frog populations by eating any tadpoles spawned in
the pond. The forum on aquariumlife.com.au can
give you an indication of alternatives.
Frog exchange
To protect native frogs, it is important to not release
pet frogs, fish or turtles (and cats or dogs!) into our
environment. Most local fish stores will exchange
your unwanted frogs, fish and turtles for money
or credit. This will protect your pet by giving it a
new home and protect our wildlife from potential
diseases and being predated or outcompeted by new
introduced species. In some cases, it is also illegal to
release pets into the environment. See aquariumlife.
com.au for advice on specific stores where you can
return pets. Alternatively, ask at your local store.

Watercare
Minimise water use on your property, especially
if sourcing from local waterways, to retain healthy
creek and wetland areas that frogs can use as habitat.
Remove watercourse weeds such as willows. As
frogs are very sensitive to common herbicides and
pesticides, try not to use them. Minimise fertiliser
application and use eco-friendly products with
a low phosphate and salt content, especially if you
have a septic system.
Frog Ponds
Frog ponds are a great way to increase the frog
habitat on your property. If you use mains water in
the pond it is essential to add a de-chlorinator
(e.g. Seachem Prime or Pond) to treat the chlorine
and chloramine. Leave some leaf litter on the
bottom for tadpoles to feed on, and around the pond
as spawning sites. Leaf litter will also encourage
invertebrates for the frogs to eat.
Use plants that are native to the region to provide
shelter in and around the pond. This will keep frogs
and tadpoles safe from fish and birds. Plants also
www.surlg.org.au

Photo: Simone Linehan
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reptiles
Skinks
Geckos and legless lizard
Dragons
Goanna
Turtle
Snakes

Garden Skink
(Lampropholis guichenoti)
hb 48mm

COMMON
Photo: Peter Bird

The most common skink species in the Sturt
Catchment. A small stocky skink that varies
from grey to olive-brown or bronze. There is a
coppery sheen on the head and fore-body. Small,
dark flecks and large, pale flecks are scattered
along the back and tail. A dark stripe runs along
the side of the body from the nostril, through the
eye, and along the tail. The body is paler below
the stripe and the belly is cream. A dark, raggededged stripe also runs along the spine from the
neck to the tail.
Behaviour and diet: Forages for small insects,
moths and worms amongst leaf litter, grasses and
fallen timber. If you pick it up, be gentle as the
garden skink will drop its tail if threatened (as
most skinks do). To distract predators, the tail
twitches vigorously. While the skink will survive
a dropped tail it is more vulnerable without it.

9
13
14
15
15
16

Habitat: Often seen under leaves and long grass,
from where it likes to watch its prey. Also likes
to shelter in logs or among rocks, where it is safe
from predators.

9

Eastern
Three-lined Skink

Three-toed
Earless Skink

(Acritoscincus duperreyi)

(Hemiergis decresiensis)

hb 45-60mm

hb 80mm

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Peter Bird

Photo: Peter Bird

Long and fairly slim body with shortish limbs.
Grey-brown with black, sharply-defined stripes
running along each side of the body, with
thinner, whitish stripes directly above and below.
A very distinct dark stripe runs along the spine
to the tail. Often has a pinkish-orange flush
on the throat. It can be distinguished from the
garden skink by several of the scales on top of
its head being fused to form a single head shield
that is pointed towards the front.

Slender, shiny skink with very short limbs. The
most distinctive feature is the three toes on each
limb (other skinks have five toes). The body is
dark brown above, with darker, spotted stripes
and a bright yellow or cream belly.

Behaviour and diet: Forages for insects and
spiders around and under leaf litter, tussocks,
fallen timber and rocks.
Habitat: Open forests or woodlands with heath
or tussock understorey. Prefers sites that are
protected from strong winds by rocks, tussocks
or dense groundcover.

Behaviour and diet: Earless skinks are recorded
as a secretive and burrowing species that are
rarely seen. However, this species is common
on some properties in the Sturt Catchment. It
moves quickly and will disappear under mulch
or burrow down when disturbed. Feeds on small
invertebrates.
Habitat: Usually found in cooler, damper
areas under moist leaf litter or below rocks and
fallen timber.

Photo: Judith Lydeamore
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Eastern Water Skink

Eastern Blue
Tongue

(Eulamprus quoyii)

(Tiliqua scincoides)

hb 300-320mm

hb 115mm

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Colin Cock

Photo: Hugh Kneebone

A large skink with stocky yet sleek body and
short legs. Body is dark brown to olive with
small black spots on the back and long tail and a
cream to white belly. A white stripe runs from the
eye down the side of the body. The head has an
obvious external ear hole.

Largest member of the skink family. Brown to
grey with 7-10 broad, dark brown or black bands
across the back and tail. Cream or yellowishwhite belly. Legs are small and easily overlooked,
so it may be mistaken for a snake.
Behaviour and diet: Eats vegetation, berries,
flowers, insects and snails. Leaf litter, rocks and
logs provide shelter to bury under at night and
in cold weather. If threatened, will bluff predators
by hissing, opening its mouth wide and sticking
out its blue tongue.

Behaviour and diet: Water skinks are excellent
swimmers and prey on small fish, tadpoles, water
beetles and other aquatic insects. On land, water
skinks eat smaller lizards, spiders, snails, insects and
native fruit.
Habitat: Often found near creeks and streams,
especially near rocky cover. Shelters near streams
and ponds in holes or burrows that are under logs
and rocks. Can also be found in drier habitats.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Build a
small garden pond with rocks or logs nearby as
water skinks will be attracted to, and benefit from,
access to water.

11
11

Habitat: Bluetongues love plenty of ground
cover such as tussocky grasses, leaf litter and logs.
They are adaptable and will shelter in and under
rock piles, retaining walls, stormwater pipes,
woodpiles, sheds and houses.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Blue
tongues are slow movers and more vulnerable
around pets than other reptiles. Keep cats inside
and watch your dogs so they don’t attack. Check
your driveway for sunbaking bluetongues before
driving out and keep an eye out when cutting
long grass.

Sleepy Lizard

Shingleback or Stumpy Lizard

Cunningham’s Skink
(Egernia cunninghami)

(Tiliqua rugosa)

total 200mm

hb 260-310mm

COMMON

ENDANGERED

Photo: Simone Linehan

Photo: Tom Hands

The bulkiest member of the blue tongue family.
Usually dark brown all over, with large rough
scales that resemble a pine cone. May have
irregular yellow blotches on the scales. The short
blunt tail resembles the large, triangular head.
Behaviour and diet: As with all blue tongues
it moves slowly and spends much of its time
basking in open areas. Eats snails, insects, carrion,
vegetation and flowers. This is one of the few
reptile species that is monogamous – it may be
seen with its partner amongst leaf litter from
September to November.
Habitat: Usually lives in open country with
plenty of groundcover, including tussocky grasses
or leaf litter. At night, shelters amongst leaf litter
or under large objects such as rocks and logs.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: As for
eastern blue tongue lizard.

A large, prickly lizard.Varies from black with
a few white spots, grey with black bands, to a
rusty red colour. The most distinctive feature
is a prominent spiny keel along the back that
increases on the tail. This keel is created by each
scale along the centre of the back and tail ending
in a sharp point.
Behaviour and diet: Mainly vegetarian and
eats flowers, berries, young shoots and leaves. Will
sometimes eat insects and very small animals.
Juveniles mostly eat insects. If threatened, the
skink will flee to the nearest rock crevice and
puff up its body, using the spines to anchor into
the refuge. Found in small colonies.
Habitat: Likes to inhabit rocky areas, often near
creeks, where it will seek shelter in crevices,
cracks in trees or under rocks.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: As for the
eastern blue tongue lizard. If you are fortunate
enough to have Cunningham’s skinks living
nearby, they will also benefit from rock piles for
shelter and low vegetation for foraging.
It is important to register all new colonies to
increase knowledge on their distribution and
conservation needs. Please report all sightings to
www.surlg.org.au.

Photo: Tom Hands

www.surlg.org.au
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Marbled Gecko

Scaly-foot

(Christinus marmoratus)

(Pygopus lepidopodus)
total 270mm

hb 70mm

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Tom Hands

Photo: Tom Hands

This attractive gecko can be distinguished by its
flat body and large finger and toe pads. The body
has a marbled pattern, often with orange specks
on the tail.

A legless lizard that is cryptic and shy, and
therefore rarely seen. A thick, stocky body with
a roundish snout. Colouring varies from light
grey to reddish brown, usually with markings
that range from colourful and distinctive through
to a few light bars across the back.

Behaviour and diet: Geckoes feed on moths,
spiders and insects. Can be found on house
windows or walls, especially on warm nights.

Behaviour and diet: A harmless lizard that
looks and moves like a small snake. It can be
identified as a legless lizard, rather than snake, by
the obvious ear holes and small, flap-like scales
where the legs would be on other lizards.
Most active just after dawn and just before
dusk, but can be nocturnal in hot weather. Can
sometimes be seen sunning in the morning, and
will not flee if approached quietly and slowly.
Mostly eats spiders and scorpions, as well as
insects.

Habitat: Geckoes are good climbers and will
sometimes shelter under the bark of trees during
the day. Fallen branches and logs on the ground
are also used for shelter.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: If you
want to encourage geckos, a small pile of rocks
or logs close to your house can provide them
with shelter. Geckoes are great to watch because
they are skilful and very quick.

Habitat: Found in open habitats such as
woodland and heathland, particularly where
there are tussocky grasses and rushes.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Areas with
tussocky understorey are very important for this
species. Protect these areas and encourage them
to further regenerate by weeding around them.
13
13

Eastern
Bearded Dragon

Tawny Dragon
(Ctenophorus decresii)

(Pogona barbata)

hb 82mm

hb 250mm

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Judith Lydeamore

Photo: Les Peters

Stocky body with a broad, triangular head. Grey
to brown with a pale underbelly. There is a
distinctive row of spines forming a ‘beard’ along
the sides of the body and under the throat.

Male and female tawny dragons have different
colouring. Males have a brown head and a grey
or grey-brown body. The lips and lower part
of the jaw are yellow or bright blue when it is
breeding, and the throat is yellow. A pale stripe
extends from the lips to behind the ear. A broad,
black stripe runs along the side of the body from
the neck to the hind legs. The side of the neck
and shoulders have cream, yellow or orange spots
and irregular blotches. Females have a brown or
grey-brown body. Broad, dark stripes speckled
with white dots run down each side of the back.

Behaviour and diet: The bearded dragon will
puff up when threatened, raising its frill or ‘beard’
and opening its mouth to reveal a yellow mouth
lining. Dragons eat leaves, fruits, berries, flowers,
insects, small lizards and snakes.
Habitat: Woodlands and dry eucalypt forests, as
well as residential gardens near native woodland.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Retain
areas with leaf litter and fallen timber for
foraging and shelter, and to encourage insects
and small lizards as a food source.

Behaviour and diet: Lives and breeds in and
around rocky outcrops and can be seen sunning
on outcrops that have a good view over the
surrounding area. Uses rocky crevices and loose
rocks for shelter and refuge. Eats a variety of
small insects including grasshoppers, moths and
beetles.
Habitat: Found in a wide range of habitats.
However, all sites need to be near a rocky area
that is large enough to shelter them.

Photo: Les Peters

www.surlg.org.au
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Rosenberg’s
Goanna

Eastern Longnecked Turtle

(Varanus rosenbergi)

(Chelodina longicollis)

head & neck
250mm
top shell
250x260mm

total 1.3m

vulnerable

COMMON

Photo: Peggy Rismiller

Photo: Neil Armstrong

Large lizard from the monitor family.Very dark
body with fine yellow or white dots. Lighter
underparts. Paired, blackish cross-bands from
the neck to end of tail. Dark stripe with pale
edges runs through the eye to back of the head.
Juveniles are brighter in colour with an orange
wash along the side of the face and body.
Behaviour and diet: Mostly sources food from
below ground, as well as insects, birds, eggs, small
lizards, snakes and small mammals.Young rabbits
are a favourite food. Plays an important role in the
ecosystem by eating the carcass of dead animals.
Habitat: : Occurs in a variety of habitats. Mostly
a ground-dwelling species that shelters in burrows,
hollow logs and rock crevices. Digs large burrows
that often have the entrance located below a flat
rock, small shrub or fallen log. Rabbit warrens are
also used for shelter.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Avoid
clearing native vegetation, ripping rabbit warrens
or destroying termite mounds.
Keep cats indoors and dogs under tight control
away from areas used by goannas. Report sightings
to www.surlg.org.au.

A freshwater turtle that lives on land and in
the water. The extremely long neck is the most
distinctive feature. The shell is blackish brown on
top and creamy yellow underneath. The upper part
of the head, neck and legs is olive-grey. Each foot
is webbed and has four or five claws.
Behaviour and diet: Eats water plants, small
shellfish, insects and water bugs. Will travel long
distances over land to search for healthy ponds or
streams. In winter, it finds a place to hibernate. In
early summer, individuals go ashore to breed and
bury their eggs in a hole. The young emerge in late
summer or early autumn. The turtle will probably
emit a strong smell if you try to pick it up.
Habitat: Slow-flowing rivers, ponds and streams.
Can sometimes be found resting on land on hot
days, under wood or leaf litter.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Keep
rubbish, oil and chemicals out of the waterways. It
is illegal to collect any native animal from the wild,
including turtles. Do not let pets harass them. If
you see turtles moving between waterbodies, try to
ensure they get to their destination safely.

15
15

Venomous

Venomous

Eastern
Brown Snake

Red-bellied
Black Snake

(Pseudonaja textilis)

(Pseudechis porphyriacus)

total 2.2m

total 2.0m

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Barry Hatton

Photo: Peter Bird

Despite its name the body colouring varies and
can range from russet-orange to dark brown to
grey or almost black. Undersides can be cream,
yellow or light brown with darker patches.
Juveniles have black bands and some adults still
have subtle black bands.

A beautiful snake that is black on top and has a
distinctive red or crimson belly. May have red,
orange or pinkish lower sides.
Behaviour and diet: These snakes are very
good swimmers and frogs are a large part of their
diet. Dense native vegetation, rocks and hollow
logs are used as shelter. Venomous.

Behaviour and diet: Eats lizards, frogs, small
mammals and birds. Venomous.

Habitat: Reported as being in decline in some
regions. Found in a wide variety of habitats but
tend to be seen in moister areas, especially near
permanent water such as creek edges.

Habitat: Woodland, heathland and forest,
particularly where there are rocky areas.
Lives in burrows and often uses the burrows
of other animals.

Photo: Les Peters

www.surlg.org.au
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Venomous

Pygmy
Copperhead Snake

LIVING WITH SNAKES
Preventative action

(Austrelaps labialis)

• Wear long, loose-fitting trousers when you
are walking in native vegetation areas

total 870mm

• If you are concerned about safety around
snakes you can walk more slowly and heavily
to allow snakes plenty of time to feel you
approaching and move away.
If you see a snake
• Do not try to kill a snake - almost all snake
bites occur when people try to handle or
harm a snake
• If you do come across a snake, stand still and
wait until it moves away
• Keep children and pets calm and well away
from the snake
• Contact a snake removal service licensed by
the Environment Department only if you feel
the snake is an ongoing threat. They will catch
and relocate the snake if possible.

vulnerable4
Photo: Peter Bird

Looks similar to a baby brown snake but with
distinctive light and dark bands around the
mouth. The body can be russet, copper, brassy,
brown or black.

Snakes and biodiversity
• Remember that snakes play an important role
in local biodiversity and will help to reduce
the number of feral rodents around your
property

Behaviour and diet: The pygmy copperhead
gives birth to live young (most snakes lay eggs).
Eats small animals, particularly skinks and frogs.
As this species can tolerate cooler temperatures,
it is more likely to be seen on cooler days
than other local snake species. Despite being
venomous, individuals are generally less likely to
be seen and less likely to be aggressive and inject
venom than other local snakes.

• Rocks and logs provide habitat for snakes so
keep these features away from your home if
you are concerned about safety for children
or pets.
For more information see www.environment.
sa.gov.au/Plants_and_Animals/Living_
with_wildlife/Snakes

Habitat: Lives in higher-altitude stringybark
forests that have a dense understorey, especially
tussocky grass and rushes.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Areas with
tussocky understorey are very important for this
species. Protect these areas and encourage them
to regenerate further by weeding around them.
Please report all definite pygmy copperhead
sightings to www.surlg.org.au.
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Creating a home for reptiles
Shelter and food
Protect native vegetation and encourage natural
regeneration to strengthen and extend these
areas (see our ‘10 principles for restoring native
vegetation as wildlife habitat’). Native grasses
and groundcovers are great habitat for shelter
and because lizards eat fruits and flowers.
Encourage regeneration of native understory
so lizards can move around safely. Weed around
low growing native plants and if you need to
revegetate use local species like kangaroo grass
(Themeda triandra), tussock grass (Poa labillardieri),
wallaby grass (Austrodanthonia), Mount Lofty
mat-rush (Lomandra fibrata), spreading flax lilly
(Dianella revoluta) and sweet apple berry
(Billardiera cymosa).
A slightly ‘messy’ or complex understorey is
important for reptiles. Leave leaf litter, branches
and bark on the ground as these provide shelter
and protection when animals are moving, and
attract the invertebrates that reptiles feed on.
Reptiles are ‘cold-blooded’ and need to warm up
in the sun to raise their body temperature. Some
good-sized rocks placed in a sunny position with
gaps between and some dense mulch nearby for a
sudden retreat can provide an ideal sunning spot.
Skinks especially love protected, warm sunny
spots – it’s a delight to watch them soaking up the

sunlight on warm days. A shallow dish of water
on the ground will allow reptiles to drink on
hot days. Under the dish can also be a favourite
hiding spot for some of our smaller lizards.
Minimising fire risk
Native vegetation and wildlife habitat can be
restored without increasing the risk of fire around
your house.You may want to create habitat with
non-flammable materials such as rocks and water,
and retain only shallow leaf litter. A more ‘messy’
understorey of logs, fallen branches and deeper leaf
litter that is important for reptiles and other wildlife
can be created further away from your home.
Keeping reptiles safe
Reptiles, particularly the smaller lizards and
slow moving blue tongue lizards, are vulnerable
to attack from cats and dogs. We therefore
recommend keeping cats indoors at all times, and
keeping dogs and chickens away from areas you
have set aside for wildlife.
Take care if you’re thinking of using herbicides or
pesticides, including snail pellets. These will either
kill the insects that reptiles need as food, or kill
the reptile. Encouraging reptiles to live on your
property will allow them to do your pest control!
You will find more detailed information at
www.backyards4wildlife.com.au

Photo: Peggy Rismiller. Rosenberg’s goanna

www.surlg.org.au
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mammals
Marsupials
Monotremes
Native Rodents
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Western
Grey Kangaroo
(Macropus fuliginosus)

hb 100-1200mm
standing 2.2m

COMMON
Photo: Les Peters

The only species of kangaroo or wallaby left
in the wild in this region. Body is pale grey to
brown with black tones on the muzzle and face.
The chest through to the belly is grey.
Behaviour and diet: Kangaroos are active at
dawn, dusk and night. Shelter under shady trees
during the day. Graze on grasses, herbs, some
shrubs and low trees. Live in social groups of up
to 15 and will form large mobs when food is
abundant, though in the Sturt Catchment they
tend to be seen as individuals or in small groups.
Habitat: Open forests, woodlands and grasslands.
Favour areas with a mosaic of habitats as they
prefer to forage in open grassy areas, but shelter
near bushes and low trees.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Retain
areas with shrubs and low trees. All animals are
wary and avoid areas where dogs have left their
scent so designate areas for wildlife and keep
dogs away. This will ensure dogs are not harassing
or chasing female kangaroos carrying joeys.
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Brushtail Possum

Ringtail Possum

(Trichosurus vulpecula)

(Pseudocheirus peregrinus)

hb 350-550mm

hb 350-550mm

RARE

COMMON

Photo: Judith Lydeamore

Photo: Judith Lydeamore

A silver-grey possum about the size of an adult
cat. The distinctive tail is black and very fluffy.
Belly and underparts are cream and may have
yellow tones.
Behaviour and diet: Can be seen in trees and
on the ground. Eats leaves, flowers, buds and fruit.
Mostly nocturnal but starts rousing at dusk.
Habitat: Anywhere with trees, although it will
adapt to living in a house roof if there is a lack
of trees for shelter and nesting. Despite this
adaptation the brushtail possum is declining in
the southern Mount Lofty Ranges due to habitat
loss, including large eucalypt trees with hollows.
The brushtail possum is now more threatened
than the ringtail possum.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: See
www.environment.sa.gov.au for tips if
you have a possum living in your roof and/
or impacting on your garden. It is important
to protect remnant native vegetation on your
property, particularly where the tree canopy is
connected to other areas of native vegetation.
This allows possums to move through the canopy
without using the ground, where they are most
vulnerable.

A silver grey-brown possum with rufous tones
on the limbs and flanks. White underparts and
distinctive white patches behind and below the
ears. The tail is rufous-grey, changing to white on
the last half/quarter to the tip. Animals are often
seen coiled up. The ringtail possum is smaller than
the brushtail possum.
Behaviour and diet: Mostly lives in trees, but
will spend some time on the ground. It is an agile
climber that can leap from one clump of foliage
to the next, and is renowned for climbing along
electricity wiring around houses. It is a social
animal and lives in family groups. During the
day it can be seen curled up in large messy dreys
(nests) made from shredded bark, dead bracken,
leaves and twigs in tree hollows, exotic trees or
dense shrubbery. Is nocturnal and eats leaves,
flowers and fruit.
Habitat: Ringtails prefer to live in forests but
can also survive in gardens with a diverse range of
native and introduced small trees and tall shrubs.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: As for the
brushtail possum.

www.surlg.org.au
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Yellow-footed
Antechinus

Southern
Brown Bandicoot

(Antechinus flavipes)

(Isoodon obesulus)

hb 90-160mm

hb 280-355mm

vulnerable

vulnerable

Photo: Simone Linehan

Photo: Simone Linehan

Small, carnivorous marsupial with pointed snout.
Fur is grizzled slate-grey on head and shoulders.
Ochre or russet on flanks, rump, belly, legs and feet.
Tail is furry with longer hairs at tip. Eyes have pale
ring of grey or yellow fur around them. This is the
only species of antechinus in the region.
Behaviour and diet: Antechinus move with a
rapid and jerky motion and can jump up to 1m.
An excellent climber that can be seen foraging on
eucalypt trees for invertebrates and small vertebrates.
Also helps to pollinate native plants by sometimes
eating nectar. While females live for up to three
years, males only survive for one mating season.
Habitat: Forests and heathy woodlands. Lives in
dense understorey, rocks and tree trunks through
to the canopy. In the Sturt Catchment, antechinus
also live around buildings and in large, dense patches
of weeds such as blackberry. Makes a nest of dry
eucalypt leaves and may build these in rocks or
buildings cavities, but it prefers to nest in hollows.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Erect small
nest boxes on trees and ensure there is dense
understorey nearby.

Medium-sized marsupial with a large, rounded
rump and pointed snout. Grizzled brown body
with golden flecks over the head and back. Cream
underbelly. Small rounded ears and short, furry tail.
Behaviour and diet: Makes distinctive, conical digs
while foraging for invertebrates, tubers and truffle
fungi. Digs tend to be deeper than wide, with single
pile of soil at base. Also eats small skinks and frogs.
Habitat: Very dense understorey in heathy forests.
Large, dense blackberry patches can provide habitat
in the Sturt Catchment. Also survive in dense
vegetation near chook yards, compost bins or
vegetable gardens. Last of eight bandicoot and bilby
species remaining in the wild in this region.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Bandicoots
are particularly vulnerable to predation by foxes,
cats and dogs as they are more visible than smaller
natives, and more vulnerable than larger species.
Keep cats indoors and dogs under tight control
away from bandicoot areas. Retain large dense
patches of blackberry habitat until surrounding
native vegetation provides dense shelter.
Visit www.surlg.org.au to report sightings and
for advice on bandicoot habitat.
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Short-beaked
Echidna

Bush Rat
(Rattus fuscipes)

(Tachyglossus aculeatus)

hb 230-350mm

hb 100-205mm

COMMON

COMMON

Photo: Les Peters

Photo: Tony Robinson

Unique and distinctive. Strong, sharp spines all
over head, back and tail. Short legs with long
claws. Long, tubular snout with nostrils and tiny
mouth at tip.
Behaviour and diet: Resilient and adaptable.
Moves slowly with rolling gait and can push
through just about anything. Tends to be shy and
will burrow down when disturbed, leaving just
the spiny back exposed. Active during both day
and night but avoid temperature extremes. Eats
ants and termites, as well as beetle larvae, worms,
mites, insect pupae and small spiders. Locates
prey using tiny electrical sensors in snout, and
mechanoreceptors in front feet. Makes wide digs
with cylindrical point and ‘V’ shaped soil heap,
and tend to be wider than deep.
A female echidna attracts several males in winter
and together they form an ‘echidna train’. This
courtship ritual may last for up to 6 weeks, then
female mates once with only one male.
Habitat: Highly adaptable and live almost
anywhere except intensive farmland and urban
areas. Need a ‘messy’ understorey of fallen logs and
branches, rocks and leaf litter for protection and
shelter, and as habitat for invertebrate prey.

Grey-brown body flecked with reddish-brown and
grizzled, creamy-grey belly. Tail is fairly narrow
and slightly shorter than the head plus body. Large
prominent eyes and dense, soft, fluffy fur.
Behaviour and diet: Nocturnal, shy, placid and
rarely seen. Digs short burrows under logs, rocks
or Xanthorrhea semiplana (yakka) lined with grass.
Mostly eats vegetation, with seeds, fungi, fruit
and arthropods.
Habitat: Dense understorey of native vegetation.
Much less likely to live in or around buildings
than introduced rodents. In the Sturt Catchment
it also lives in large patches of weeds, though it
prefers dense habitat with shrubs and ferns.

www.surlg.org.au

Photo: Winston Head
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Rakali (Water Rat)

How do I tell native
vs introduced rats?

(Hydromys chrysogaster)

Areas of native vegetation with dense
understorey that are away from buildings tend to
be dominated by the native bush rat. Buildings
and other areas around human activity rarely
have bush rats and tend to be populated by the
introduced black and/or brown rat.

hb 90-160mm

Black Rat (Rattus rattus)
• small eyes
• tail is longer than head plus body
• large, thin ears that reach past middle of eye
when bent forward
• agile climbers that tend to live off the ground
Brown Rat (Rattus norvegicus)
• small eyes
• body tapers to a thick tail that is about the
same length as the head plus body
• aggressive and jumps if threatened
• lives on the ground and tends not to climb

COMMON
Photo: Hans & Judy Beste, Lochman Transparencies

Resembles a small otter with shiny, dense,
waterproof fur. Grey-brown to rich golden
brown or black on upperparts. Cream to goldenorange underneath. Thick tail is shorter than the
head plus body and has a distinctive white tip.
Hind feet are partly webbed.
Behaviour and diet: Mostly nocturnal but
sometimes seen swimming during the day.
Very graceful swimmer. Uses tail as a rudder to
twist and turn through the water as it forages.
Unlike other native rats, is mostly carnivorous
and eats fish, aquatic invertebrates, crustaceans,
frogs, spiders and small birds. Only truly aquatic
mammal left in the wild in this region.
Habitat: Aquatic environments including
slow-flowing rivers, creeks and farm dams.
Usually found near permanent water but can
survive on dry land.
Extra tips for habitat restoration: Retain
the natural hydrology and flow of watercourses.
Retain dense vegetation around watercourses
and avoid using chemicals.
Report sightings to www.surlg.org.au.

See also the native southern brown
bandicoot which is sometimes mistaken
for an introduced rat.

How do I tell an
antechinus from
a house mouse
(Mus musculus)
• adult mice are smaller (hb 60–90mm)
• mice have a very distinctive musky smell
• antechinus have a much pointier snout and
distinctive ochre flanks
• antechinus climb trees and move in jerky
jumpy movements
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Restoring habitat for smaller mammals
The smaller mammals in the Sturt Catchment
prefer habitat that has a dense ‘messy’ understorey
beneath shrubs and trees of varying heights.
Dense understorey
Protect native vegetation and encourage natural
regeneration to strengthen and extend these
areas (see our ‘10 principles’). Link the native
vegetation on your property with other adjoining
areas so that animals have sheltered habitat
corridors in the understorey and tree canopy to
move through.
Plan for a mosaic of areas: some
that are being actively weeded to encourage
natural regeneration; and dense weedy habitat, if
it is providing habitat for wildlife, that is retained
until the surrounding native vegetation has
regenerated sufficiently to provide shelter. Weed
around native species within the dense weedy
areas so they can regenerate, slash the weed edges
to prevent them from spreading further into
native vegetation, and remove scattered weeds
from native vegetation areas.

Leave fallen branches and logs
on the ground. These will be used as
shelter by small mammals, provide protection
as they move about the understorey, and attract
invertebrates which are an important food source.
Chemical use
Designate some areas of your property as wildlife
habitat and avoid chemical use to ensure a rich
supply of invertebrates for small mammals.
Trees
Trees provide important habitat from the
understorey (fallen logs, branches, bark and
leaf litter) through to the canopy. Protect large
eucalypt trees with hollows, even if they are dead,
as these can provide important shelter and nesting
sites. Put up nesting boxes on the trees around
your property and monitor them to ensure
they are not housing introduced pests such as
European wasps or starlings.

Visit www.surlg.org.au for a list of native
flora species that contribute to dense cover for
the southern brown bandicoot, and other small
mammals, in the Sturt Catchment.

Photo: Jasmin Packer
Native habitat

Photo: Peggy Rismiller. Western Grey Kangaroo & Short-Beaked Echidna

www.surlg.org.au
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keeping
wildlife
safe

section two

Wildlife and
your pets
Many of our Landcare members are cat and dog lovers
and have found ways to care for their pets and for the
local wildlife.They have written this advice to share their
experience and tips.
As Landcare members, we recommend keeping
cats indoors. This is for the wellbeing of both
your cat and native wildlife and is based on the
following advice:
• Local vets and owners report that Feline
Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV) and Feline
Leukaemia Virus are present in the Adelaide 		
Hills. These viruses affect cats much like HIV/		
AIDS, causing leukaemia and shortened
life span.
• With an average roaming radius of 1km,
cats are at risk of road accidents and snake bites.
• Cats are a major threat to our native species.
Native animals that are attacked by cats may 		
not be killed outright but almost all die later
from shock or infection. Cats are natural 		
hunters, even when well fed. Wearing bells can 		
make them more efficient hunters, as they learn
to move without making the bells ring.
• Many local councils have policies on responsible
cat ownership including de-sexing, microchipping, keeping cats indoors at all times and
keeping a maximum of two cats.
• The latest advice from the state government and
many responsible breeders is to keep cats inside
at all times.
• Cats can lead a happy and fulfilling life indoors,
and have a longer lifespan on average than
outdoor cats.
• Dogs are also known to harm wildlife. There
have been reports of dogs mauling native
animals and killing possums, especially ringtails,
so it is also important to find ways to keep both
your dog and the local wildlife safe.

Photo: Michael Selge - Craftypics Photography
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How can I be a responsible
cat and dog owner?
• Contact your council for information
on the local regulations for responsible
pet owners
• Keep cats indoors 24 hours a day
• Provide environmental stimulation such
as toys, and access to observe aquariums
and birdbaths
• Build cat runs or enclosures to give
secure access to the outdoors.
See www.catsofaustralia.com/catenclosures.html or www.ehow.com/
how_4471362_build-cat-enclosure.html

• Keep dogs on a lead, or under effective
control, when not 		
in your yard or in
an approved off-lead
play area such as
doggy day-care
• Train dogs not to
attack butterflies,
birds, lizards and
larger wildlife.

Safe control of feral pests
Minimise attractants
Remove anything that might be attracting pests –
food scraps, food containers for pets, excess seed
and food scraps in chook yards.
Minimise entry points
Rather than first resorting to baiting, see if you
can work out where the pests are getting in and if
you can block their entry. This can sometimes be
done mechanically, with blocks of wood or
by blocking mouse holes with steel wool.
Companion planting
Consider using appropriate companion
plantings to minimise the number of pests on
your plants. Gardening Australia has a good
guide to companion planting on
www.abc.net.au/gardening.
Natural products
Try natural products before resorting to chemical
pesticides and herbicides. For example, use high
pressure water to remove aphids from roses,
while garlic spray or beer traps are a great way
to remove slugs, millipedes, snails and beetles.
Minimise chemical use
Frogs and lizards are natural pest controllers
and will happily eat slugs and insects that love

www.surlg.org.au

to munch on your garden. Do not use herbicides
or pesticides because these are both lethal to the
insects that are food for lizards, and to frogs.
Avoid using snail pellets as the poisoned snails
will be harmful to any lizard that eats them.
Safe baiting
Before using bait for feral pests try the strategies
above and ensure that the ‘pests’ you want to
eradicate are introduced, rather than native fauna.
For example, antechinus and blue-tongue lizards
will shelter in sheds.
If you do use bait, place it high up on shelves and
roof beams to reduce the chance of native animals
such as bandicoots or antechinus accessing it.
If possible, dispose of the baited animals so that
nothing else has the opportunity to feed on them.
Protection of bats
If you see a bat lying on the ground, or in
objects on the ground, leave it alone (unless it is
obviously injured) as it may be roosting. If this is
the case, the bat will leave to forage during dusk.
If you do need to handle it, do so with gloves.
Do not hang sticky paper for fly traps under
verandahs or eaves as bats will become entangled
in them.
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What if I find an injured native animal?
Remove the animal to a safe place
• Put a towel or blanket over the animal and
use this to move it away from danger. This
reduces the risk of further injury and stress
for the animal.

1. STOP IN A SAFE PLACE
• Stop your vehicle in a safe place so that
you do not endanger yourself or others.
2. OBSERVE
• Watch from a distance before deciding
whether the animal is just resting or
needs help
• Many juvenile animals will be left alone
while their parents are out looking for food.
Juvenile birds might also look injured but
are just learning to fly. The young bird may
just need to be put gently on a low branch
nearby.
• If it is injured take note of exactly where
you found it as it will need to be released
back to the same location
• Take note of how the animal appears, any
injuries and ability to move

Keep the animal quiet
• Gently put the animal in a quiet, dark place.
A cardboard box with some air holes and
a small towel or blanket inside works well.
• Handle as little as possible to minimise stress
and risk of further injury. Native animals
are easily stressed and this alone can kill
them, even if they are healthy.
• Keep all pets and children well away from
the animal.
Keep the animal warm
• An animal that is sick, injured or orphaned
will stay cold unless heated by an external
source.
• Small animals can be placed under the front
of a person’s jumper
• Emergency heat sources are a bottle
filled with warm water or an electric
blanket on a low setting.
• Heat source must be covered and placed
near the animal so it can move closer or
further away.
• Take care not to heat the animal too
quickly and aim for a constant temperature
of 30–32 degrees Celsius.
• If it is a bird, put a dish of water
outside the box near the heat source so
there is some humidity as well. If the bird
has concussion, perhaps from flying into a
window, just keep it in a box in a dark,
quiet place.

3. CALL FOR ADVICE IMMEDIATELY
• Call for advice and assistance immediately –
see box below for contact details
• Stay with the animal to ensure it is located
• Alert others of the injured animal so that it
is not harmed further
• Keep dogs, cats and children away at all
times so that the animal is not stressed
further.
4. IF YOU CANNOT CALL FOR ADVICE
The following advice is intended for situations
when you are not able to access immediate
advice and assistance from experienced
wildlife carers, e.g. if you are out walking
without your mobile or are in an area with no
network coverage.
Approach with caution
• Approach quietly and carefully so that
you do not scare or stress the injured
animal. This will also keep you safe as most
animals are capable of inflicting bites and
scratches when in pain and frightened e.g.
kangaroos are capable of lashing out with
their powerful hind legs even if they are
severely injured.
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What if I find an injured native animal? cont..
from its mother’s nipple –pouch young can
have the nipple swell within their mouths
making it extremely difficult to remove
them from it. This means that, if taken off
quickly, you may cause substantial injury to
the inside of the pouch young’s mouth. An
animal that has been dead for up to 2 days
may still have live young in the pouch.
• If the animal is located on a road, take its
carcass as far as practicable away from the
traffic. This will prevent other wildlife that
are scavengers, such as magpies and wedgetail eagles, from being killed while foraging
on the carcass.
• If the dead animal is listed as rare,
threatened or endangered, you can take the
carcass to the South Australian Museum.
This is important as it helps to increase
knowledge of the distribution and status of
rare and threatened fauna. Freeze the
animal carcass in a plastic bag if you are not
able to take it to the Museum immediately.
• Make a note of location (GPS if possible)
and call the Museum to make arrangements
Ph. 8207 7500 www.samuseum.sa.gov.au

Do not feed
• Do not give any food or water until the
animal has recovered from shock – the extra
stress of handling may kill it
• The correct diet is essential for native
animals. Special formulas, such as
Wombaroo, have been specifically
developed for native animals and are
recommended for rearing orphans
long-term.
Contact an experienced wildlife carer
• Get help or advice from trained wildlife
carers as soon as possible!
• Check out www.surlg.org.au for more
information on wildlife carers and groups.
6. IF THE ANIMAL IS DEAD
• Check the underbelly for a pouch.
Marsupials such as kangaroos, possums and
bandicoots carry their young in a pouch.
A bulge or movement inside a pouch may
indicate live young.
• Gently remove the joey, taking care not
to further injure it.
• Take special care if you need to remove it

24 hour advice and assistance
on injured wildlife
Fauna Rescue of South Australia Inc. 24-hour Wildlife Volunteer Helpline

8289 0896
Minton Farm Animal Rescue Centre, Cherry Gardens

8270 1169
Native Animal Network Inc.

8398 3117
www.surlg.org.au
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Resources for more information
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Share your photos
Help to raise awareness of local biodiversity and add to
knowledge about the local distribution of native fauna
by contributing your wildlife photos to the Sturt Upper
Reaches Landcare Group Inc. website. Email your photos
to webmaster@surlg.org.au with the species’ name, GPS
or nearest street location, and a description of the location,
including habitat.
You might like to contribute your photo to the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources ‘Art of Nature’
competition www.artofnature.sa.gov.au
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